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Abstract 

Speech is the expression or the ability to express thoughts and feelings by articulate 

sound. Now day speech emotion recognition is most interesting area in human computer 

interaction.In this article four emotions (Angry, Happy, Scared, and Neutral) are recognized from 

speech which is the language and text independent. Two different algorithms MFCC and DWT 

are used for the emotion recognition with SVM classifier.Automated Teller Machine (ATM) is 

most commonly used commercial application by people for their money transactions. The 

proposed system used to enhance the execution in ATM machine security upgrade.  At present 

security of client record is ensured by the Personal Identification Number (PIN). Yet, PIN can be 

imparted to others. Here the emotions are used for the security system in ATM as second level 

security.  
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1. Introduction 

Speech is the assertions of the ability to express considerations and assumptions or 

sentiments by well-talked sounds. Speech hail contains the information about message, speaker, 

vernacular and emotions. Speech is made from a period moving vocal tract system empowered by 

a period fluctuating excitation source. Feeling on inverse side is an individual mental express that 

rises abruptly rather than conscious effort. Speech contains the distinctive sorts of emotions like 

Happy, Angry, Neutral and Scared. [1,11,12] Voices vary for men and women in a few 

perspectives such as talking pitch, pitch run, and the space between the vocal folds, formant 

recurrence, and the rate of voice issues. Females talk with a higher major recurrence (voice pitch) 

when contrasted with guys. The higher contribute ladies contrasted with men implies the vocal 

folds vibrate or met up twice the same number of times each second in females than in guys. The 

normal basic recurrence of talking for the most part falls between 100 Hz to 146 Hz for men also, 

188 Hz to 221 Hz for women. [5,13] 

The principal inconvenience in the speech emotion recognition (SER) is finding the 

database. The database is recorded by the microphone. Keeping up the opening among 

beneficiary and record emotions is the basic inconvenience. The emotional speech contains the 

information about the distinctive sentiments and promotes progressively the physical state of 

individual from voice. Feeling acknowledgment is having the no matter how you look at it 

applications in various ranges likedetecting disappointment, frustration, surprise or amusement. 

There are numerous systems towards feeling acknowledgment from speech utilizing different 

methods like MFCC, DWT, Dynamic time wrapping, pitch, energy. After the component 
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extraction the following stride is order. For grouping there are various classifiers are used like 

HMM, GMM, ANN, KNN, SVM and other. [1,11]  

From the literature, analysts are utilized a few component extraction strategies for speech 

classification. In any case, Mel frequencycepstral coefficient (MFCC) is one of the normal 

highlight extraction technique generally utilized as a part of emotion recognition. The principle 

favorable position of MFCC is that it utilizes Mel frequency scaling which approximates the 

human sound-related framework [1,12]. MFCC has two sorts of channel which are divided 

straightly at low recurrence (beneath 1000 Hz) and logarithmically at high recurrence (over 1000 

Hz). [5] This gives the better result in emotion recognition but the MFCC with DWT helps to 

improve the performance of the emotion recognition. In addition to the feature extraction method, 

classifiers also play a major role in improving the classification accuracy in the emotion 

recognition.  

C.Sunitha Ram used the DWT and MFCC with Stability-Plasticity Dilemma Neural 

Network. In this work, three different types of  Daubechies wavelets (db4, db6 and db8) were 

analyzed. Features such as range, pitch average, intensity, pitch change, maximum value, 

minimum value and a fusion of all the specified features were used to obtain the feature vector. 

[11]K.V.Krishna Kishore features are extracted from audio characteristics of emotional speech by 

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC), and Sub band based Cepstral Parameter (SBC) 

method. Further these features are classified using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). In the 

experimental results, SBC method out performs with 70% in recognition compared to 51% of 

recognition in MFCC algorithm. [1]Dipti D. Joshi uses the MFCC and DWT with SVM classifier. 

[13] M Murugappan used two features extraction methods such as Discrete Wavelet Transform 

(DWT) and Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) are used for extracting the statistical 

features from the emotional speech signals.Three different value of MFCC coefficients (13, 15, 

and 20) and daubechies wavelet function with three different orders (dB4, dB6 and dB8) in 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) were studied and compared to analyze their effect on 

emotional speech classification. [5] 

2. Research Method 

2.1 Data collection: 

 Our data is from the emotional speech which is language independent and also text 

independent. Here three different languages (Marathi, Hindi, and English) are used for data base 

creation. The data base containing four different emotions Happy, Angry, Neutral, and Scared. 

Twenty five undergraduate students (12 boys, 13 girls) uttered 2 sentences for every emotion. 

The recording was done in the sound proof room using a high quality microphone withsampling 

rate 48 kHz/16 bitto obtain speech signals with minimum noiseand distance between mouth and 

microphone was adjusted nearly 25 cm.. 

2.2 Feature Extraction: 
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Fig.1 Proposed speech emotion recognition system    

The fig.1 shows the proposed speech emotion recognition system. In this paper the 

emotional speech tests are taken as data. The feature extraction can be done using two special 

algorithms MFCC and DWT. These two obtained feature vectors are concatenated and final 

feature vector is obtained. The final vector can be classified using SVM classifier. The output of 

SVM classifier is different emotions. These emotions are used for ARM based security system in 

ATM.  

2.2.1 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC): 

 In sound processing, the mel frequency cepstral (MFC) is a representation of the short 

term power spectrum of a sound, based on a linear cosine transform of a log power spectrum on a 

nonlinear Mel scale of frequency. MFCCs are coefficients that all in all make up a MFC. The 

difference between the cepstral and the mel-frequency cepstral is that in the MFC, the frequency 

groups are similarly divided on the Mel scale, which approximates the human sound-related 

framework's reaction more nearly than the straightly separated frequency groups utilized as a part 

of the typical cepstral. This frequency warping can allow for better representation of sound.  

 

Fig.2 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient 

Fig. 2 illustrates extraction of MFCCs consists following steps. Each step has its own function 

and mathematical approaches as discussed briefly in the following: [2,6] 

1. Pre-emphasis –   it is having the input of emotional speech. The spectrum of speech has more 

energy at lower frequency than higher frequency. So, boost the energy in the high frequency. [12] 
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Y[n] = X[n] * 0.95 X [n-1]                          (1) 

In eq. 1 0.95, which make 95% of any one sample is presumed to originate from previous 

sample.[11] 

2. Framing –The process of segmenting the speech samples obtained from analog to digital 

conversion (ADC) into a small frame with the length within the range of 20-30 ms. With the 50% 

overlapping. The voice signal is divided into N number of samples in each frame. The framing is 

required because speech is not a stationary signal to get in quasi-stationary divide the signal in to 

the short time frames. [11,13] 

3. Windowing – To minimize the signal discontinuities of frame at the beginning and at the end 

perform windowing step. Hamming window is used here which is given by, [5]   

𝑤 𝑛 =   
0.54 − 0.46 cos (

2𝜋𝑛

𝑁−1
),   0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 − 1

0,   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

        (2) 

Here, N = number of samples in each frame                                                                                                         

W(n) = Hamming Window 

 4. FFT – Fast Fourier Transform converts each frame of N samples from the time domain into 

the frequency domain. The Fourier Transform converts the convolution of the input pulse and the 

vocal tract impulse response in the time domain. [2] 

5. Mel filter bank and frequency wrapping – The frequencies range in FFT spectrum is very wide 

and voice signal does not follow the linear scale. The mel filter bank consists of overlapping 

triangular filters with the cut off frequencies determined by the center frequencies of the two 

adjacent filters. We multiply the magnitude frequency response by a set of 13 triangular band-

pass filters to get the log energy of each triangular band-pass filter. The filters have linearly 

spaced center frequencies & fixed bandwidth on the mel scale. [7] 

 

F(Mel) = [2595* log 10 [1+F] /700]              (3) 

 

6. Log – this step involves calculation of the logarithm of the mel-scaled filter bank energies. [2] 

 

7. Discrete cosine transforms – Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is used to convert the log Mel 

spectrum into time domain. The result of the DCT is called Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient. 

[3] 
 

2.3 Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT): 
  

Wavelet transform decreases the quantity of signs required to represent the emotion, 

henceforth helpful in separating the emotion features. In DWT, signal is decomposed into two 

frequency bands, for example, low frequency band (approximate coefficients) and high frequency 

band (detail coefficients). The choice of mother wavelet is a prime role in the DWT. In DWT 

energy, mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis and a combination of all the predefined 

components were utilized to get the feature vector.[1,8,14] 
Wavelet transforms reduces the number of signals required to represent emotion, hence 

useful in extracting the emotional features.  The DWT is given by the following formula, [1]                   

W(j,k) = ∑
j 
∑

k
 x(k) 2

−𝑗

2  ψ (2
-j 

n-k)                    (4) 

Where, ψ(t) –  mother wavelet is a time function with finite energy and fast decay , which is 
given by eq. 5 
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Ψa,b(t) = 
1

 𝑎
𝜓(

𝑡−𝑏

𝑎
)                                           (5) 

Where, a- Scaling parameter                                b- sifting parameter 

DWT is the transformation which provides both the time & frequency information of signal. The 
signal is computed by low pass filtering and high pass filtering to compute multi resolution time 
frequency plane. 

Y high [k] = Σ X [n] g [2k − 1]                        (6) 

Y low [k] = Σ X [n] h [2k − 1]          (7) 

Where, Y high [k], Y low [k] are output of high pass and low pass filters subsampling by 
2. The speech signal can be decomposed in sub bands by using DWT with 3 levels. Mean energy 
was calculated for each sub band. The original signal can be represented by the sum of detailed 
coefficients in every sub bands, which is cD3, cD2, cD1. These feature vectors are obtained from 
the detailed coefficients applying statistics mean, standard deviation. Also features such asmean, 
standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis were used to obtain the feature vector. [5] After the 
feature extraction we can get the two feature vectors Fmfcc and Fwav. The final feature vector is 
obtained by augmenting the normalized feature vectors Fmfcc and Fwav. [10] 

 

 

2.4 SVM Classifier: 

 SVM classify the different emotions. It is a binary classifier to break down the 
information and perceive the examples for grouping also, regression analysis. The normalized 
feature vector is used for the classification. SVM are built by mapping the training patterns into a 
higher dimensional feature space where the points can be separated by using a hyper-plane. The 
SVM is a numerical method to compute a hyper plane for separating a two class dataset. [10] It 
can easily be extended to multiple-class problem.  In SVM approach, the main aim of an SVM 
classifier is obtaining a function, which determines the decision boundary or hyper-plane. This 
hyper-plane optimally separates two classes of input data points. This hyper-plane optimally 
separates two classes of input data points. SVMs pick best separating hyper-plane according to 
some criterion e.g. maximum margin Training process is an optimization Training set is 
effectively reduced to a relatively small number of support vectors. In SVM, the data points can 
be separated two types: linearly separable and non-linearly separable. For a linearly separable 
data points, a training set of instance label pairs (Xk, Yk), k =1,2,3, ... , t where Xk є Rn and Yk є 
{ +1, -1}, the data points can be classified as,  

𝑤𝑇𝑥𝑖  + 𝑏 ≥ 1   𝑖𝑓 𝑦𝑖 = 1                           (8) 

𝑤𝑇𝑥𝑖  + 𝑏 ≤ −1   𝑖𝑓 𝑦𝑖 = −1(9) 

When classification step will perform us get the different emotions when scared emotion will be 
present this is used for the ARM based security system in the ATM.[4,9] 

3.Experiment and Discussion: 

The database containing four different types of emotions: Happy, Angry, Neutral, and 
Scared. The recording was done in the sound proof room using a high quality microphone.The 
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proposed system is implemented in MATLAB R2013a and tested on Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-
2450M CPU @ 2.50 GHz 4GB RAM machine. Feature extraction using MFCC and DWT 
contains the three steps feature vector generation, feature normalization and classification. 

Table1. Emotion recognition in % using 
MFCCTable2. Emotion recognition in % using MFCC and DWT 

Table1. illustrate the emotion recognition in percentage using only the MFCC algorithm. 
Emotions Angry, Neutral, Happy, Scared having percentage recognition 66% ,68%, 64%, 
64%respectively. Table 2. illustrate the emotion  recognition in percentage using MFCC and 
DWT. Emotions Angry, Neutral, Happy, Scared having percentage recognition 88%, 86%, 90%, 
86% respectively. Tables shows that percentage recognition is increased with MFCC and DWT 
algorithm used together.The following fig.3 & fig.4 respectively shows the performance graph of 
% recognition of SVM classifier with MFCC and MFCC & DWT used together. 

 
Fig.3 Performance graph of % Recognition                  Fig.4 Performance graph of % Recognition  

of SVM classifier with MFCC       of SVM classifier with MFCC & DWT 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

In this paper feelings are perceived from speech. Speech elements are extracted from two 

distinct calculations MFCC and DWT. These separated components are characterized utilizing 

the SVM classifier, which order the feelings of various sorts (Happy, Angry, Scared, and Neutral) 

these feelings are used for the security reason in bank or ATM. When we use only MFCC for 

emotion recognition we get the average accuracy up to 68% and when MFCC and DWT are used 

together that time the 88% average accuracy obtained.In addition to the feature extraction 

method, classifiers also play a major role in improving the classification accuracy in the emotion 

recognition.   
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Emotion recognition % using    
MFCC 

Angry Neutral Happy Scared 

Angry 66 14 12 8 

Neutral 4 68 16 12 

Happy 16 4 64 16 

Scared 14 14 8 64 
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Emotion recognition % using MFCC      
and DWT 

Angry Neutral Happy Scared 

Angry 88 4 0 8 

Neutral 0 86 10 4 

Happy 8 0 90 2 

Scared 4 10 0 86 
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